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The Power of Community

Lessons Learned

Here in Colorado, we've been reminded this summer of how
much community matters. Our Waldo Canyon fire west of
Colorado Springs and the theater shooting in Denver have
resulted in an outpouring of support, much of it from total
strangers. We are always struck by that same spirit of warmth
and helpfulness as we travel around Tanzania. The Swahili
term is "undugu," which means "brotherhood," and it permeates
Tanzanian society, where handshakes are full of affection and
laughter is irrepressible. We always love observing similarities
between our two cultures, and this is a major one. Throughout
the world, in the face of hardship and struggle, a spirit of
generosity and compassion prevails!

Just when we think we're starting to understand a little about
"the system" and the culture in Tanzania, we realize there's so
much more to learn. In our fall newsletter last year, we
highlighted our efforts to begin a micronutrient program with
St. Joseph's Mission Hospital Peramiho. After thoroughly
researching all shipping methods and regulations, we were
thrilled to be able to send a supply of both Vitamin A and
Albendazole (donated by Vitamin Angels,
http://www.vitaminangels.org/) in early September.
We then spent the following 2 months trying to track the
shipment! Checking that our packages cleared customs, were
picked up by a responsible party, then driven almost 600 miles
and delivered safely to the hospital, were tasks completely
beyond our capabilities from the other side of the world. So,
after wringing our hands and pulling our hair, we finally threw
in the towel and cried, "Hakuna Matata!" (In case you haven't
seen The Lion King, that's the Swahili phrase that roughly
translates as "don't worry; be happy.") As it turns out, that's
the philosophy we should have adopted in the first place.

Speaking of generosity, we want to again thank YOU for
contributing to our little grassroots organization during the past
year. As always, you can rest assured that every penny will
directly impact the lives of the young people who receive our
scholarships. With so many other worthy causes competing
for your donations, your support means the world to us. We
hope this newsletter provides a window into the many ways
you are touching the future in Tanzania!

Somehow in Tanzania, simply trusting that "things will happen
in their own time" works! We know that we must practice
patience in all our work there. Andrew Mbughi, our wonderful
in-country director, recently sent us the completed report to
submit to Vitamin Angels, with these photos documenting the
success of our efforts!

warmly welcomes
any and
home. We also want to pass on
to you the closing he includes in each of his letters to us.

"Remain blessed to the maximum. "

Kay and Lynn Stricklan
Habari ZJUTAWEZA

Where They Are Now

Teacher Training

Six years ago, Tutaweza awarded our first scholarships to
Samwel Kayinga and Jimmy Mabula, two very shy young men
who could barely look us in the eye and offered only tentative
handshakes. During our subsequent visits, we watched them
gradually blossom into confident leaders in their school
community. Following his completion of Forms III and IV,
Samwel received a competitive government scholarship that
allowed him to travel across the country to Arusha and enroll
in an exclusive science program for Forms V and VI. He
recently was admitted to two universities, and has chosen to
attend the University ofDodoma, declaring a major in Chemistry
with an emphasis in Education. Jimmy completed Form VI
at Hasanga Boys Secondary School and immediately began
searching for scholarship possibilities to continue his education.
He was successful, and is now enrolled at Ruaha University
College, working hard toward his Bachelor of Law degree! We
wish our current group of 18 students every bit as much success
in reaching for their dreams!

AfricAid's (www.africaid.com) annual Teaching in Action
workshop was again held at Mwenge University College of
Education, June 25-29th. The workshop is now led entirely
by Tanzanian educators, with the focus on training teachers to
implement learner-centered approaches in the classroom.
Nearly all of the 59 participating teachers, from 36 schools,
were from northern Tanzania, near Arusha.

Friends of Tanzania
Tutaweza was invited to participate in the Friends of Tanzania
(http://www.fotanzania.org) networking event in Denver last
October. Twenty Colorado-based organizations and university
researchers shared information about their work in Tanzania.
The Tanzanian Ambassador to the United States, Mwanaidi
Sinare Maajar, was the honored guest and featured speaker,
and she greeted each of the participants personally.

We were fortunate to be able to send four teachers to the
workshop from four of our partner schools, though it is never
an easy trip for them to make from "our" part of the country.
This focus by most NGO's and development programs on the
northern and central parts of Tanzania validates our efforts to
direct our energy and funds to the largely underserved population
in the southwestern region. Three administrators of our partner
schools have in fact requested that we investigate the possibility
of offering a similar workshop in Mbeya for Southern Highland
teachers. Do we have any educators (or former educators) out
there who would be interested in heading up this type of
program? We'll be sure and discuss any proposals and all
possibilities during our school visits next May-June!

Please "like" us on Facebook!
Our son and daughter-in-law, Connor and Kate Stricklan, have
been busy improving our internet presence. Connor designed
a completely new website. Be sure and check it out at
www.tutaweza.org and read more about our students. Kate
designed our Facebook page and we're trying to keep it updated
with excerpts from the letters and articles our students write
to us each semester.
Clearly, Tutaweza is a family project, in every sense of the
word. We consider YOU part of our family. So don't be shy
about offering comments or suggestions at any time. We value
your interest, opinions and suggestions!
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